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JLl i,

On behalf of t h e Teamsters Local #67 beneficiaries of The
Brewery and Beverage Drivers Pension E’und, I ad writing to
urge the Securities and Exchange Commission to adopt rules
requiring corporations to list shareholder nominees in t h e
corporate proxy statement.

Investors have just come through an extraordinary market
failure, with $7 trillion evaporating from t h e equity markets
in three years. Accounting scandals at companies l i k e Enron,
WorldCorn, Tyco and Healthsouth exposed widespread conflicts
of interest find a shocking lack of corporate accountability
to shareholders. We commend the SEC for responding with an
unprecedented series of regulatory reforms to address the
conflicts, but no amount o € government regulation can ensure
corporate accountability unless it includes rules that will
allow shareholders a realistic opportunity to s e l e c t
directors who will represent their interests.

Shareholders ostensibly have the r i g h t to nominate and elect
directors. But, under current practice, this is a r i g h t
without any substance and shareholders have no meaningful
way to hold directors accountable regardless of how poorly a
company performs, how much they overpay t h e CEO, or how
conflicted the auditors are that they retain. In fact, given
the tremendous costs and obstacles of conducting a proxy
fight,
shareholders currently can do little more than
rubberstamp
candidates
nominated
by
the
directors
themselves.
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Franklin B. Myers Trustee
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And Pension Funds.
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